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Christmas Nibbles and Picture Show Dec 17th
See 2016 Hut Meets back page

179 and Rising
Many of you may be aware that we have signed the club up to become a member of the Meetup website. Meetup
is an online social networking portal that facilitates offline group meetings in various localities around the world
(Hinckley!). Meetup allows members to find and join groups unified by a common interest… like climbing and
walking!
We joined the site after a suggestion in the BMC Summit magazine
on ways of finding new members and giving the club a wider
appeal.
Since May we have attracted over 179 members who have signed
up to the HMC “Just Rock Up” website and are interested in our
activities. Each meet that we hold, be it the Wed walks; Club nights
on Thurs, Climbing meets, Hut meets etc etc, is notified by email to
each member as and when they crop up.
Whilst we’ve had a few new people come along on both walks and
Pete celebrates his 90th birthday, Page 2
climbs, I’ve yet to see a surge of activity from many of them, and
anyway, if all 179 turned up – we’d be stuffed!We’re looking forwards to some of them coming along on one of
our activities and I’m sure once they’ve been out, they’ll be back for more. Some of the folk who have signed up
to the site have varied interests, but there’s no doubt about it… there are lots of folk out there who are keen, and
just watching what we get up to. Looking forwards to welcoming some new members in the not too distant future!
Ed

TELEMEDIA & NIBBLES NIGHT THURS DEC 17th:
Bring your photos down (disc or stick) and put'
em on the big screen. We'll give a prize for the
best shot(s). Scenery/Activities/Embarrassing
etc. Combined with our annual free buffet out
the back - what a way to start the Christmas
festivities.

Merry
Christmas
to all

There in spirit if not in person, T E
Lawrence otherwise
known as Lawrence of
Arabia was born in the
Lodge where the
Presidents Meet was
held.

First hut meet of 2016….The Fountain Inn Lodge FOREST OF DEAN
This is a new hut for us, and in a different area from our usual haunts. It offers full self-catering facilities, with a
large, fully-equipped kitchen and an adjoining dining area and lounge, with television.
They serve a number of real ales and even stock locally produced wine and meals available throughout the day
with food served in the pub or their dining room. The perfect base to explore the Forest of Dean.
Walking: Both The Gloucestershire Way and Wye Valley Walk are close by, and from the door, there’s the RSPB
Nagshead Trail. There are numerous waymarked routes and footpaths throughout the area including Offa's Dyke
and several circular routes through some of the most scenic parts of the Forest of Dean.
Climbing: OK. It’s cold. It’s January, and whilst many of you will be on the wall, Symonds Yat may just have
some winter sunshine! Or …..get on yer bike…..
MTB: The Forest of Dean boasts some of England’s finest woodland riding; all of which is easily accessible by bike, from the Fountain
Inn. Ideally placed for miles of track; ranging from the gentle forest roads of the Family Cycle Trail, to the demand-ing all-weather
single-track of the red grade FODCA Trail. Just three miles away you’ll also find the Pedalabikeaway Cycle Centre, offering a range of
facilities, including a café, bike shop, bike hire and large car park. The Cycle People, also have a website with all the local insight into
mountain biking in the Forest. The local Forestry Commission have revamped some of the single track mountain bike trails, with more
in development. So whatever your ability, there's something for everyone.(Ask your host, Alan, for local know-how and tips on finding
the best rides) Cycling: If off-road is not your scene, the classic Severn Valley & Forest of Dean Route starts from our front door (51mls
in 5hrs). Ed (Not Ed’s front door!)
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The Presidents Meet
It nearly didn’t happen. The
venue for the annual event
was due to be held at the
Chamois Mountaineering
Centre only for it to be called
off a couple of days
beforehand due to a double
booking at the centre.
Stirling work by Ed with
hours to go found a new
centre not that far away at
Tremadoc. Snowdon Lodge and a
place with history. It was the birth
place of T E Lawrence, otherwise known as Lawrence of Arabia. As if to prove
the point memorabilia and pictures were in evidence throughout the building
as was the sand in the showers and the odd smell of camel dung.
It also turned out to be a brilliant venue, one we may well use again. In the
centre of the village, pubs and a shop only minutes away and a large car park.
Building work is going on there and soon the premises will be extended with
en suite rooms.
Full marks and more must be given to HMC Catering Corps, arriving in a strange kitchen, considerably
smaller that the Chamois Centre, with fewer stoves and no space to move, managed to cook up at five star
meal. (With it must be said the aid of a few G & Ts)
A log fire made the “living room” very cosy, the main room, later the dining room was spacious and the
junior members Ben, Megan and Bethany took over the bar.

The 2015 Tat awards
Geoff Kelham for his wonderful stories
that, like the BBC, are very
entertaining.........
Kate Smith for helping herself to my
dogs nibble biscuits, her being a
vegetarian! Her hair is so glossy!
Ian 'Ed' Edwards for leaving his car
window open overnight and filling his
back seat with snow ,forgetting his
sleeping bag on a hut meet and for
almost not having a venue for the
Presidents meet There's more (for
another day).

The “tat” winners with Tat Maker Phil Noon (left)

Sue Edwards and Jane Warwick for locking themselves in a cottage and every one else out and then having to be
rescued through the window.
Nic Fendell for belaying off a twig when a suitable
rock was next to her that would take a torque nut, despite me always reminding her to be careful
Brian Gillet for wetting the bed. (It's his age, I'm told)
Roger for taking a kettle AND a teapot on a 'light weight, take only the bare
essentials' (see next entry) cycle tour.
Dave Gair for wearing worn out cycling shorts, allowing him to show off the 'Gair
gear!'
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The Presidents Shield
Watched by Peter O’Toole as
Lawrence of Arabia, Dave Gair makes
his speech before presenting the
Presidents Shield to Ed and Sue.
Young Ben also received a specially
designed T Shirt
marking ascents of
Snowdon, Scafell and
Ben Nevis.
Chairman Ian, soberly dressed as
usual brings the meeting to order for
the speeches and presentations.
And most important Pete Marston
celebrating his 90th Birthday was
presented with a magnificent cake,
made by Jo, cards signed by all and a
bottle of 18 year old Uisce beatha, the water of life.
Summary of the weekend.
Early arrivals on Friday, Pete and Brian K climbed the
dramatic rocky knife edge of Crib Goch by the North ridge,
Ted and Carol floundered about in the deep heather of
Foel Cwm Sian Llwyd before reaching the summit of this
hill in the Berwyn Mountains.

A mass ascent from Croesor was made of the “Welsh
Matterhorn”ʼ Cnicht, by Mich, Jo, Gareth, Pete H, Alistair,
Ted, Carol, Brian K and Roger. Continued to the old
quarry workings at Rhosydd before taking on Moel y hydd,
Moelwyn Mawr and Moelwyn Bach.
Dave and Diane using a different route went to the quarry.

For most, Saturday was to be devoted to walking or
climbing, but for HMCʼs Catering Corps of Ed, Sue, Jane,
Nettie and Ian, the day was to be spent in the kitchen
preparing the meal for the evening.

A few miles away Megan and Bethany took mum and dad
Vicky and Ewan up the Ranger Path to the very busy
summit of Snowdon while Harry and Bev took the South
Ridge to the summit.

Brian G , Ray and John T took the bus to Criccieth and
walked back along the undulating eight mile coast path
back to Tremadoc.

Further south, Ben ascended Rhinog Fawr by the rugged
Roman Steps path taking his mum, dad and granddad,
Mark, Ali and Stuart for company.
see stories in other parts of the mag

Clare, Kate and Nik went climbing on the nearby
Tremadoc Cliffs making ascents of Christmas Curry,
Oberon and Boo Boo.
Peter Marston, Birthday Boy.
On demob he trained
as a teacher at
Stockingford St Pauls
School, then moved to
Friary County
Secondary School in
Abbey St and then to
Higham Lane School.
HMS Emporer
In 1965 he was
appointed headmaster of George Eliot School, a post
he held for 22 years.

Former head teacher, scout
leader and mountaineer and past
president of HMC, Peter
celebrated his 90th birthday in
October.
To mark the occasion, HMC’s
very own champion “ Bake Off”
champ Jo Jones baked a
magnificent two part 90th
Birthday Cake which was
presented to Pete at the club’s
Presidents Meet in Tremadoc.
But not only cake, a bottle of the
water of life was also given.

A scout since he was nine years old, after the war he
became a scout leader and as assistant county
commissioner took a party of scouts to the
Coronation in 1953. It was during this time that the
Duke of Edinburgh Award scheme was started and
he introduced it to the scouts and then to students
of Higham Lane School and eventually to many
schools in Nuneaton and Warwickshire.

Born in Nuneaton, he attended King Edward
Grammar School before volunteering to join the
Royal Navy in World War 2.
He served for nearly four years on HMS Emperor, an
escort aircraft carrier serving in all theatres of war
including the D Day landings.

PS.The American built HMS Emporer was laid down as the
USS Pybus
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Presidents Meet 2015
Saturday
Pete, Carol, Ted, Alistair, Gareth, Jo, Mitch, Brian K, Roger.

Starting from Croesor the ascent of the "Welsh
Matterhorn", Cnicht (689m) was soon made with
elevenses at the summit. Continued along the
ridge and then descended to the old quarry
workings at Rhosydd. ( Learned later that Dave
and Dianne went to the same spot, but from the
other side).
After lunch in the abandoned quarry buildings,
went up the old inclined tramway past many
quarries to Moel yr hydd (648m) which gave
splendid views over towards Blaenau Festiniog.
From there a small descent and then up to the
summit of Moelwyn Mawr (770m) with good
views over Cwm Croesor to Cnicht.
Down over the crag of Craigysgafn to the col.
Here Carol and I bailed out and followed the very
boggy valley path down to the wood.
The others now had a steep but short ascent to
Moelwyn Bach (710m). They descended by the long
ridge meeting up with us at the corner of the wood.
A mile down the narrow lane brought us back to the
cars.
Weather fine but lacking in sunshine all day.
Carol and I returned the next day, going back up
the valley to the col and then ascended Moelwyn
Bach. We returned down the ridge as the others had
done. Its was much easier on a firm grassy path
than the valley path.

Nuttling.
Arriving
early via the
Tanat Valley
in the
Berwyns on
Friday,
Carol and I
using Nuttall's guide book had a go at Foel Cwm
Sian Llwyd (648m). Sadly despite driving six miles
up and down the valley we were unable to find the
Nuttalls start point, so retreated to the top of the
pass at Milltir Gerrig (408m). A marked footpath led
so we thought to the summit and at first the going
was easy, this was to change at a fence which
marked the county boundary. From here the
marked path contoured through a bog and
descended past the summit. So we struck straight
up towards the top but were soon bogged down in
deep heather and more bog. We stuck to it and
finally reached the flat and heather free top and the
trig point. This hill is not very high but the views
were magnificent. From the left, Cader Iris, The
Rhinogs, The Moelwyns, Snowdon and Crib Goch,
the Gylders, Carnedds and far over to the east the
hills above Llangollen.
Time to get back, we found a faint track taking us
across to the marked path which itself was trod
through the heather. We still had to cross the bog
before the county fence. This is not a well visited
hill. Back to the car and off to Tremadoc.

Friday: Climbed to the summit of Crib Goch
by the north arête having left the PYG track
after about a kilometre above Pen-y-Pass. A
traverse was then made to the top of Dinas Mot
to gain the foot of the arête. From Crib Goch a
scramble was then enjoyed along to Crib-y
ddysgl before descending by the PYG track. An
exceptionally mild day with cloud well clear of
the summits.
Pete H & Brian K
Sunday: An ascent of Y Garn from Llyn Ogwen
was made via Cwm Idwal and the Devils
Kitchen.
Descent was by the north-east ridge at which
point the cloud lifted from the tops.
Alistair, Brian K, Gareth, Jo, Mitch, Pete H &
Roger
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Patterdale. Sept. George Starkey Hut
A damp start
to this
weekend in
one of our
favourite huts
and locations.
One small
party (Brian K,
Claire, Elvyn,
Ted and

Angletarn Pike

The return was then made to Patterdale using
what is part of the Coast to Coast route.

Carol) took the
track at the side
of the hut and
headed off into
the rain. Brian K
led the route so
most of us
hadn’t a clue as
to our
Lower Barn Tea Room
destination but
we trust you
Brian. Taking the
path alongside
Ulleswater we
trudged through
rain and wind
meeting a few
like minded souls
on the way. We
were then
surprised on meeting another small group who
told us we could enjoy hot coffee around the
corner. What, we were in the middle of nowhere,
but there, around the corner was a cafe. It wasn’t
there last year on the same walk. But there it was,
Lowther Barn Tea room, not only a cafe but B&B
too. Very new, very smart and good coffee...and
cakes. Sadly we had to return to the rain and
continue to the roadhead near Martindale.
Here, following our leader we turned south and
shortly ascended the side of Beda Head, the rain
had eased a little, but not much, as we followed
the ridge to Angletarn Pkes. Despite the weather,
visibility was fair giving good views the valleys.

Back at the hut,, a warming fire and even better a
splendid meal prepared by those slaves to the
kitchen, HMC
Catering Corps.
Sunday A much
more pleasant
day, not sunny at
first but with a
promise of some
sun.
Aira Force was the
destination for
Brian K, again our
leader, Harry and
Bev, Claire, Ted
and Carol. As this
is National Trust
and we are all
members, the
parking was free.
Aira Force
Hooray.
Followed the river and waterfalls and broke out
on the open fellside as the sun finally came out.
Then it was the most delightful walk up to
Gowbarrow Fell,481m, not high but great views
across to the High Street Range and yesterdays
Beda Head as well as Helvellyn. Then it was a
“Panorama” walk, contouring across the fellside
above Ulleswater back to Aira Force. A splendid
Day.
Ted

Gowbarrow Fell
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Plenty of bothy but no bivies.

extent it is
camping within
a stone or
wooden one
roomed
building , but
with an open
fire or stove.
As for the
encounter with
the reindeer, I was wandering up Ben Macdui
in the mist at around seven in the morning. I
thought I had seen them before they smelt
me, so I stealthily dug my camera out of the
sac with my back turned. Half a minute later I
turned around to find three of them within
ten feet with noses twitching, I will leave you
to draw your own conclusions!

Your hands are frozen , you have five layers
of clothing on(you wish you had more),the
winds driving the rain horizontal, the
reindeer look at you at you quizzically as
they wander past the snow filled hollows,
such are the delights of a holiday in the
Cairngorms at the beginning of August.
I had a week’s solo trip planned to do the big
tops on either side of the Lairig Ghru staying
overnight in the various bothy’s in the area
and to bivi on the summits and watch the
sunsets. The latter was no more than a
distant dream and my optimistic plan ditched
by day two.
Having said that, I enjoyed most of it and will
try to go back again next year. To a great

ROCK ON
First Tuesday of the Month ; The Beginners Session and more
We’re into our 6th month of regular “First Tuesday at The Bear Rock, at Warwick Uni and I was
encouraged by the excellent turn-out and enthusiasm from all concerned. It was also pleasing to
see some of our ex-members joining in with us and showing their support in our new initiatives.
It’s fair to say that over the summer that one
or two of the sessions were short on numbers,
but as the winter draws in we are hopeful of
increasing numbers. The Climbing Station at
Loughborough is also seeing increased use by
our regulars, on a Thursday evening if anyone
wants to join them.

Bear Rock, Warwick

In addition to the “organised” meets, if you want
to encourage more climbers, or walkers to join
Terry, Climbing Station
our trips, either post on the forum, our
Facebook site, or email me and I’ll assist in co-ordination, lifts,
promotion or whatever – “keep your boots on”.
Many thanks to all those who continue to contribute to these
sessions, both indoor and out, showing that, with a little effort and
goodwill, we do have a lot to offer newcomers.
Ed (Meets Sec)

Climbing Station, Loughborough

Climbing Course for Newbies and Novices. and a
training course at Plas y Brenin

run another session (or two), and I am currently in
talks with the BMC regarding possible funding.

Our first session took place at The Climbing Station,
Loughborough, and was reasonably successful with
8 attendees. The centre supplied the kit and
instruction, tailored to our specification, and
everyone said they’d enjoyed it and some even
thought they’d like get involved in the future! We’ll

On this note, they are offering a weekend course at
Plas Y Brenin aimed at our existing members who
wish to pass their knowledge on to others - £50 for
the weekend, includes accommodation, tuition and
full board – that’s incredible value if anyone is
interested. Any takers?
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ROCK ON, 2
Presidents Meet. Team Girls at Tremadoc.

Nik, Kate and Claire. “we've just done Christmas curry I led the first two pitches and Claire brilliantly led the
final pitch. Pictures from team girls weekend which included my first lead with boo boo and Oberon and
some excellent rope coiling from Kate by the end of it. from Nik.
Sept 20
Had a great day at the roaches yesterday, not
necessarily climbing wise, but weather and social
wise was good...... Someone seems to have
removed all the holds from "gods own rock". 2
routes were backed off, I didn't want to lead
anything after Chris's first lead. Arran now agreed
with Lee with his "gods own rock" as he reported
said "holy shit" several times on one of his leads.
Are there any climbers
interested in another
Winter circuit of indoor
walls? Warwick(University),
Redpoint(Birmingham),
The climbing Station
(Loughborough), Big Rock
(Milton Keynes) and The
Pinnacle(Northampton) are
all good venues. Also
Awesome walls at Sheffield
with its 15 metre walls!

Gavin was also not that keen on his lead and
Garry Ratman Lewin now should be referred to as
garry sheepshit Lewin after he seemed to be
drawn to a huge pile of poo which he stepped in a
number of times much to the amusement of
everyone else.... He smelt great including his mate
Shane who joined us for the day!
from Stacey Gardner on Facebook Page

Fab afternoon for 24 of us at The Climbing
Station,Loughborough, introducing 9 new people to
the joy of bouldering, followed by an introduction to
ropework featuring the HMC belayers. Thanks to all
who attended and gave support and
encouragement. Brian C, Sarah, Brian G, Stacey
JG, Stacey D, Becky, Terry, Claire, Nic, Ian, Sam,
Ed, Sue, Dave D, Kirsty, Josh, Pete, Ela, Agnieska,
Norbert, Natasha, Chris, James, Kong and little
Bethany.
Ed

Contact Brian C.

Upload your
photos to the
Club’s
Facebook page
Sarah at the Bear and Sunday morning at The Climbing Station
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The Dales Way 2015
Ted and Carol

runners. We were told
that this was a 42
kilometre fell race and
that the lead runners
were expected soon and
indeed they came, they
would have been
following our path
alongside the river. We
stopped to watch and have some food as dozens of
the faster runners went by.
The way continued up and over a steepish hill to
Oughtershaw where the River Wharfe finely became
the Oughtershaw Beck. The landscape changed here
from the pleasant green of the limestone country to
more brown upland moors. The path although
clearly marked
was far more
boggy,
churned up
more by the
fell runners,
still passing
us two hours
after we had
Hot air ballon and Ingleborough
first seen
them. Most of them were now walking more than
running
We were now slightly ascending still with grey skies
reaching Cam House and then to the junction of the
Dales Way and the Pennine Way which we had
walked 40 years earlier. From here it was downhill to
Far Gearstones farm, the end of that day’s section
but we still had more than a mile to get back to the
van at Ribbleshead.
Then headed off to the campsite in Horton in
Ribblesdale, five miles away.

Arrive 23rd Sept, Parked up at the Station Inn,
Ribbleshead with the intention of leaving the van and
camping when we returned, Sadly there were no
toilets apart from the pub, which was to be no use
first thing in the morning.
24th.Ilkley to Burnsall. 14.3 miles.

Up at 6.00am in the dark, quick breakfast and off
for the short walk to the station to catch the
7.14train to Skipton. Arriving at 7.57, called for a
taxi which soon arrived with chatty Asian driver who
knew Nuneaton and the nearby village of Snarestone.
Arrived Ilkley with enough time for a coffee at the
station and then walked to the start of the walk at
the old bridge.
Weather sunny with occasional light showers. Easy
going
alongside
the River
Wharfe
passing
Bolton
Abbey and
the famous
Strid where
the R Wharfe
is funneled
between two
Coniston Pie, a limestone feature
metre wide
between Grassington and Kettlewell.
rocks.
Impressive.
Arrived Burnsall at 4.00pm.
25th.Burnsall to Buckden. 15.1miles

Noted as we left Ribbleshead that the following day
(Sunday) was the annual Three Peaks Cycle Cross
Race, rated the hardest in the UK.
Dinner and beer at the Crown Inn.

A lie in till 8.00 and off at 9.00am. Brilliant sunshine
now, but the main path was closed due to the
suspension bridge further up the river being closed.
Took the diverted path on the other side which was
the same distance but with hills.
Arrived Grassington at 11.00am in time for
“elevenses”.
Leaving the river now for the limestone hills over to
Kettlewell, A couple of chilly showers but otherwise
sunny.
Called in at the Bluebell at Kettlewell for a cup of tea
and a quick pint of Heddon (good beer), it was quite
warm after the showers. Rejoined the River Wharfe
for the final section to Buckden. A very flat walk now.
We had walked the section from Grassington to
Buckden last year in two stages.

27th High Gearstones to Dent Station 9.39miles

Back to Ribblehead and High Gearstones before
picking up the path uphill. Very sunny and warm
today..and all day. Overtaken by a group of cyclists
as we made our way to the Dent Road on a good but
sometime boggy path. At the Dent Road we used the
official alternative route past Newby Head Gate to
Wold Fell and past Great Knottberry. This a fine
green road ( The Galloway Gate Drove Road) and
must be a far better way than walking 5 miles down
the road toward Dentdale. Stopped for lunch
overlooking Artengill Viaduct and watched a couple
of trains.
A bit further on as Dent Station came into view we
were haressed by a couple of dogs, the owners
apologised and Carol chatted to them as I caught up.
We chatted and I realized I was talking to Graham
Taylor, the former Aston Villa and England manager.
I had met him more than thirty years ago when he
was manager of Lincoln City. He didn’t remember
me.! But he was a very nice man and with his wife

26th. Buckden to Gearstones..and Ribbleshead. 14 Hard
miles

Overcast and muggy all day but not cold.
Nice walk for a start, still following the Wharfe up to
Hubberhome and Langstrothdale. Here the Wharfe
flows over Limestone sills as it narrows towards
Beckermonds. In a field by the farm I spied a familiar
scene. It was a water station getting ready for
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Dentdale and the Howgills

Rita opposed for a picture with Carol who hadn’t the
foggiest idea who he was. Typical!
We continued down the Coal Road (old coal mines on
the hillside) to the station, the highest in England
where we had a 10 minute wait for the train to get
us back to Ribbleshead. We nearly had a two hour
wait as I can’t read train timetables, having forgotten
it was Sunday.
A drink at the Station Inn, less busy than yesterday
but with a hot sunny day and the bike race (still
continuing 6 hours later) before returning to the
Horton campsite. Where we caught a glimpse of a
few riders just finishing having come down from Pen
Y Ghent. Hot all day..cold at night.

Lincolns Inn bridge on the main road from the M6.
Now following the R Lune and the old Sedbergh
railway for the next 5 miles passing the Lune
viaduct and, uphill for a while before rejoining the
path along the river to the Lowgill viaduct with views
of the M6 not far away.
The route now turned west leaving the Lune and
after a couple of miles crossed the M6 on a narrow
farm bridge much used by cows. Had lunch
overlooking the West Coast Main Line. Plenty of hilly
bits on this part of the way and lots of gates and
styles. Arrived Burneside 5.20, the longest and
warmest day at the Jolly Anglers pub where first
priority was a large shandy and an Iphone charging
lead.
Despite its name the only thing not on
the menu was fish!
Final Day 30th Burnside to Bowness. 10
miles.

Hopefully a shorter day: brilliant
sunshine from the start and warm.
Another River to follow. The River Kent
which we had seen from its source a
couple of weeks earlier. On to Staveley,
called at shop for mid morning and lunch nibbles.
Great views of the Howgills behind us and the Lakes
Mountains in front. A fair bit of up and down and yet
more gates and styles until finally the first glimpse
of Lake Windermere, We walked the last few hundred
yards with a local and his dog who took our picture
on the bench that marks the end of the Way. Not

First view of the Lakes mountains

28th Stonehouse to Sedbergh 11 miles
Drove to Stone house in Dentdale where I had
checked out a parking space, there are about three
places in the whole of Dentdale where there is room
to park. This was the first one at the foot of
Arkengarthdale not far from the viaduct. Although
not starting from yesterdays finishing point at Dent
Station it was a least a mile further up the road.The
first mile was now along the road before the path
started by the River Dee which often disappeared
from view as it flowed underground. Flat going now
all the way to Dent although lots of gates. Took the
route through Dent and then continued again
following the river before ascending the side of
Longrigg to the pretty settlement of Millthrop and
then one final pull up a hill into Sedbergh.
Hot and sunny all day.
29th Sedbergh to Burnside 15.9 miles, 1799ft ascent
but 2042ft of descent.

Took the paths through Sedbergh School to join the
Way by the the River Rawthey which was soon joined
by the R Dee. Passing by the old Sedbergh railway
viaduct a somewhat convoluted route brought us to

The official end of the way

satisfied with the official end we carried on down to
the lake side for a well deserved icecream.
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Hinckley Mountaineering Club
Affiliated to the British Mountaineering Council
New Plough
Leicester Road
Hinckley
Every Thursday 9.00pm
hinckleymountaineering@hotmail.com
www.hinckleymc.org
Go to the web site to check the Forum
OUTSIDE NOW! contributions to
tedcotttrell@mac.com
Meets
In addition to the monthly meets, There are a range of activities including climbing,

walking and mountain biking, all arranged on an ad-hoc basic at the Holywell Pub on
Thursday evenings or on the club Forum. And don’t forget the “Saga Louts” for midweek
walking.
To book a hut, contact Ed on 01455 274174 and pay a deposit of £5.
Huts
Unless told otherwise, you will need a sleeping bag and food for the weekend and your kit.
All huts and hostels have cooking facilities although some members use the local hostelry.
All huts have showers with the exception of one, are heated and where possible, ladies
have a room to themselves.
Please note that most of the properties are mountaineering club huts and not Holiday
Cottages. Some are suitable for family groups, some are not. Check with Ed on this one.
Be Green.. try and share cars, again check with Ed to see who is going.
And don’t forget the earplugs...or an iPod
Kit.

Over the Garden Wall
from the Gutter Picture Press

Having had a good meal and a good pint at the Crown Inn in
Horton in Ribblesdale, we returned there the following night
having cooked in the campervan.
I wanted a beer, of course, Carol wanted a cup of tea or
coffee. Problem I was informed somewhat snottily that “we
don’t do hot drinks in the evening”. Why ever not, food was
being served. We left after me only having one pint instead
of two or three. Their loss.
Good Pubs on the Dales Way, serving tea and coffee are
The Red Lion at Burnsall, The Bluebell at Kettlewell, The
Buck Inn at Buckden, The Station Inn at Ribbleshead, The
Red Lion at Sedbergh and the Jolly Anglers at Burneside.

Lawrence House, Tremadoc had the oddest of
dorms, several had a double bed surrounded by
single beds and bunks. How odd, It meant that
in several rooms one lady and her man...or one
man and his lady had to share.......

If you need to borrow kit, the club has some
harnesses, crampons, ice axes and helmets.
Members of this club are renowned for hanging
on to kit, sacs, waterproofs and even boots. Ask!

Climbing
Climbing takes place most Tuesday
evenings at the wall at various
locations, see the forum or facebook
and on real rock if the weather allows.
Check the forum for details

Email: inedwards@hotmail.com
Tel: 01455 274174
DATES FOR YOUR DIARY (Hut meets in bold)

Nov 19th AGM New Plough
Gin ...Trap?

Dec 6 Beddgelert
MEETS LIST FOR 2016
JAN

15/16

FOREST OF DEAN

FEB

19/20

HUT? ; SKI?...tbc

MAR

12

SCOTTISH WINTER WEEK tbc

MAR

18/19

STAIR Lakes

APR

8/9

STONEY MIDDLETON Peak

MAY

6/7

CAPEL CURIG N Wales

Sue gets a bunk up
from Nettie...Why?
Kipping Claire

MAY 27/30

TREMADOG- Erics campsite

JUNE 5-12

TORRIDON (week)

Red Pen section.

JUL

1/2

BLACK SAIL Lakes

JUL

23

ITALIAN DOLOMITES (2 weeks)

AUG

27/29

STANAGE-North Lees campsite

Still waiting for
homework essay
from Megan and
Bethany.

SEP

2/3

CONISTON Lakes

OCT

8/9

EDALE Presidents Meet

NOV

11/12

TRECASTLE Black Mountains

DEC

2/3

INGLETON Yorkshire Dales

No pictures please, On the Dales Way Carol and Ted
meet former Aston Villa and England manager Graham
Taylor and his wife Rita above Dentdale. Carol had no
clue who he was.
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